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Shinto Man

By Joseph J . Spae. Tokyo: Oriens Institute for
Religious Research，1972. 79 pp. ¥ l 000.
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schaft-YxV.^ “civil religion” which

the wrong hands.
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，
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and
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Shinto
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present
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put
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a move is that the symbols of the
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It seems to the present reviewer

reviewer doubts whether it would

that altogether too much remains

be possible to generate a national

of the sentiments and prejudices

consensus among the Japanese

of the civil religion of pre-war

people at the present time to

Japan.

support even a reformed Shinto

What

is

more,

the

country seems to be far more

civil religion.

And without a

“integrated，
5 under the present

consensus behind it, such a civil

Constitution and material suc

religion will never get off the

cess than it was under State

drawing-boards of the architects

Shinto and the era of political

of religion.

irrationalism (politics-by-assasi-

will turn his attention again to

nation ，etc.).

this important problem and spell

While Fr. Spae

obviously is not advocating a

Hopefully Fr. Spae

out his ideas in greater detail.

return to State Shinto itself, the
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